“Foundations are finished and ready to start building the Hostel”
“The wall is growing
Doors and windows are near to be finished as usual we are very fast”
“Today together with Dalbhat we had very good tomatoes form our Earthship green house. We also fixed the pipes in our Garden because now is dry season and the ground is thirsty of water.”
“Stone makers start to dig and prepare the foundation of guest hostel and carpenter team changed roof of the kitchen. The girls are working in vegetable garden and picking millets and gardening in the cabbage and green Parsleys different field”
“Around the Earthship slowly slowly new project and new idea are growing for this reason we need more space and we are building new guest house. Gardening, school, water project we have lots of project for this year and for the future. We hope that lots of people join with us in the future”
“From our own (HEC) garden”